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Reservation Type
User-Private Text Field
FBO-Private Text Field
Community Private Text Field
Public Text Field
Banner
Use:  Not used.
Use:  Optional.

Entry:  FBO employees only.

Viewing by Opening Reservation:  FBO employees only.

Viewing on Mouseover:  Not displayed on mouseover.
Use:  Primary description of the banner reservation, and may not be empty.

Entry:  FBO employees only.

Viewing by Opening Reservation:  All logged in users.

Viewing on Mouseover:  Displayed for all logged-in users.  
Use:  Not used.
Active
Use:  Only allowed when the reservation does not involve an aircraft.

Entry:  Reservation owner only, who must be an FBO employee.

Viewing by Opening Reservation:  Reservation owner only.

Viewing on Mouseover:  Not displayed on mouseover.
Use:  Primary description for the reservation.  (For a reservation with a user-private portion, allows the FBO employee to provide a more public description of a matter that may be private.)

Entry:  FBO employees only.

Viewing by Opening Reservation:  FBO employees and reservation owner only.

Viewing on Mouseover:  Logged in users who are FBO employees see this text, then the community-public text.  Logged-in users who are not FBO-employees do not see this text on mouseover.
Use:  Optional.  May be used to provide a public description of something (such as maintenance).

Entry:  FBO employees only.

Viewing by Opening Reservation:  All logged-in users.

Viewing on Mouseover:  Logged in users who are not FBO employees see this text on mouseover.  Logged in users who are FBO employees see first the FBO-private text, then the community-public text.
Use:  Optional.  May be used to provide a public description of something (such as maintenance).

Entry:  FBO employees only.

Viewing by Opening Reservation:  All logged-in users.

Viewing on Mouseover:  All web page visitors.
Standby
Same as active.
Same as active.
Same as active.
Same as active.



Notes on the Matrix:
There are some odd situations with cells and so forth.  The most natural approach would be to define a one-dimensional array, indexed by integer, corresponding to each possible cell in the rectangular array.  Values of each entry would be:
	Positive Integer:  Index of reservation occupying the cell.

0:  not processed.
-1:  Cell should click to open instructional appointment for resource at that time, and Javascript mouseover should have same text.
-2:  Cell should have mouseover to indicate that can’t schedule the resource because the current time is too close to the reservation time.  Clicking should do nothing.
-3:  Cell should have mouseover to indicate that can’t schedule the resource because the time is in the past.  Clicking should do nothing.
-50:  Cell should have no mouseover and no action.
-100:  HTML for cell has been output and cell can now be ignored.

Notes on the Rowspan HTML Directive
It appears that the ROWSPAN can be invoked from the upper-left-most cell where it applies, i.e. it can be skipped in the subsequent rows.

Notes on HTML Generation
To keep good order, it appears that the HTML for each scheduling area would need to be buffered.  The reason for this is that the rowspan for the resource identifier has to be output before the contents of the scheduling matrix is known.


Top-Level Pseudo Code for Scheduling Area

Calculate number of columns.

Output title.

Output time headings.

Run SQL query for resource information.

Run SQL query for all relevant reservations in the timeframe, sorted appropriately.

If (no resources)
   {
   Output cells indicating that there are no resources.
   }
else
   {
   for each resource
      {
      identify the scheduling records for that resource.
      Gen html for the scheduling areas (also returning row-count).
      Do the resource identification block at left (also using the row count).
      Output the scheduling area previously generated.
      }
   }


Pseudo-Code for Generating Scheduling Area HTML
Create default array bar.

Identify banner reservations, if any.
If (banner reservations)
   Do the banner reservations.
Identify active reservations, if any.
If (active reservations)
   Do the active reservations.
Identify standby reservations, if any.
If (standby reservations)
   Do the standby reservations.

Emit spacer bar.


Pseudo-Code for Generating Pseudo-Code for Active Reservations
While (reservations unprocessed)
   {   
   Copy off default bar to use.

   While(reservations ungrabbed and will fit with existing)
      Grab and integrate.

   Output the line
   }


